LET’S GO SAILING

Come with us, on a beautiful day of sailing, swimming, snorkeling, fishing and relaxing
under the sun, on the remote island of Dia (round 6 n.m north of Heraklion harbor).
Charter one of our sailing boats, from 11 to16 meters long, with a capacity of 8 to 25
passengers each and let our crew show you the beauties of our seas.
Choose from half a day excursion (10am-2.00pm), to a complete day (10am-6.00pm) of
sailing, or even a full moon sail. Drinks and fruit are on us, we can also arrange for lunch
and (or) dinner, if you wish. If you are willing to extend your vacation to more than one day,
we can sail along the Cretan coastline, or we can start island hopping, cruising among the
Cycladic islands, north of Crete.
Either way we’ll try to make this trip, a long-lasting memory for you.

ACTIVITIES
Diving - Snorkeling
Deep down the seas, in the deep blue, there exists a wonderful unknown world, one of
enchanting beauty. The few that visit it experience the sensation of being accepted into a
silent paradise, filled with infinite forms and colors and myriads of sea species. Undersea
caves, great reefs, ancient sunken towns, make up an invisible world, yet pulsating and
alive. The entrancing iridescence of the sunlight, diffracted by the crystal-clear waters, the
sense of peace and eternity prevailing beneath the surface of the sea, the reduction in
human weight lending a sensation of flight and freedom, all make diving an exhilarating
experience. The Greek sea is recorded as the cleanest in the Mediterranean. Thus, diving
into the "big blue" of Greece represents a unique experience for those who attempt it,
provided they have prior training and special precautions are taken.
On board our vessels you will find standard snorkeling equipment (masks, flippers etc.) but
we can arrange scuba diving sessions upon request.

Fishing
Crete is all about sea, an aquatic heaven, full of life. With a coastline that stretches from
Chania to Sitia, Crete is a fishing paradise. Fishing and exploring the coast by boat is one of
the most magical ways of seeing Crete.
Hundreds of rocky coves, small bays, and the imposing island of Dia just 7 NM from the
Harbor of Heraklion, make a fantastic view for those lucky enough to be afloat while the
walls, gorges and caverns of the sea's bottom (a result of the continuous volcanic
formations of the past) the clear waters, mild weather conditions and the high temperature
make a super habitat for hundreds of different marine species.
Our Yachts provide standard non – professional fishing equipment.
Have a full traditional fishing experience on our sailing Boat GALAXIAS, a traditional “Kaiki.

Photo - Videography
Take your photography & video skills to the next level!
Some would say that sailing is a fine art itself– mastering the skill, knowing how to read the
wind and sea, and how to set the sails so that you travel into the right direction.
From a photographer’s perspective, sailing is an excellent chance to master your shooting
skills while at the same time enjoy the air breeze, the sun and the adventurous spirit of
being aboard a sailing yacht.
The clear colors of the sea varying from turquoise to deep blue, the pink-like colors of the
sunset sky, the excitement to shoot a boat while sailing and the good chances to meet up
with some dolphins on the way, make sailing a demanding &challenging photo-shooting
experience.
Whether you are a professional photographer or video maker or an amateur photography
lover, we will make sure that you have the best chances and the necessary environment for
a lifetime experience being remembered through breathtaking pictures.
We can also arrange special photography & Direction sessions on board our sailing yachts
as well as host professional photo shootings for clothes, weddings etc.

Romance
Imagine relaxing on the deck of a luxury sailboat with a glass of fine wine in your hand as
the wind pushes you across the crystal clear waters of Cretan Sea at sunset. As you gaze out
across skyline you'll witness the sun go down painting the sky in shades of gold, purple and
pink.
Thalasail sunset sailing cruise is the ideal way to celebrate a birthday, honeymoon,
anniversary, or the perfect ending to another unforgettable day at the island of Crete.
Wine, cheese, & if requested champagne & a special dinner add to the sensation of
pampered exclusivity you'll experience on this one of a kind sunset.

Parties & Events
Gather your friends & pack your sunscreen for a day or days full of fun, music, sea and
nightlife.
Book our sailing boats with a skipper and sail to Crete's bays and beaches with the hottest
bars and beach parties on the island. The Bay of Agia Pelagia, Psaromoura, Bali are famous
for their parties and beach bars. Be the star of the evening and arrive with your friends
directly from the sea on one of the yacht's tender boats.
When the party is over the choice is yours whether to sleep in the yacht's cabin with the
rhythmic pulse of the sea acting as the dearest lullaby or continue the party on board until
the sun rises.

Incentives & Team Building
Place your team in a new situation. A common challenge. Adjust roles for everyone and sail
under a common goal as you do in your everyday business life. To enjoy a beautiful day of
Sailing!
Thalasail organizes team building events for companies and organizations that wish to offer
to their employees & co-operates a memorable experience and provide the circumstances
under which the members of the team shall develop bonds and friendships.

Sailing Training Courses
Thalasail offers private, semi-private and family lessons for a full range of abilities. Lessons
are individually tailored to your needs and can be taught on our boats. Training programs
are held by certified instructors.
1 or 2 days introduction sailing
Daily educational sailing cruise.
Race sailing
Daily educational, racing cruise.
Offshore Diploma
Fast 10 -day group training course to obtain sailing certificate.
Traditional Sailing
Demonstration of traditional sailing techniques.

EXCURSIONS
Click here to find out more about our excursions.

CONTACT US
If you are interested in the above activities with yachts or even you want to organize your
own specialized activity, please contact us.
Email: bookings@chchotels-crete.com
Telephone: 0030 2810 263664

